How Come Color Day?
by Don Reiman

Last week Thursday was the 50th Color Day of the College of Wooster. EveryoneWest students and faculty are encouraged to wear the color of the month as part of the school spirit. It is a tradition that has been in place for over 50 years. The 50th celebration was held on May 5, with students and faculty dressing in their best red clothes.

This year, the Color Day celebration featured a variety of events, including a parade, a talent show, and a dance. The parade was led by the Wooster High School marching band, and the dance was held at the Student Center. The day ended with a delicious luncheon in the Student Center Dining Hall.

Although the Color Day celebration was a fun and festive event, it also serves as a reminder of the importance of school spirit and unity. The Color Day tradition encourages students and faculty to come together to celebrate their shared experiences and to support one another.

In conclusion, Color Day is an important event for the College of Wooster, and it is a testament to the school's commitment to fostering a strong sense of community. The tradition of wearing the color of the month is a fun and engaging way to show school spirit and to come together as a community.

Barbara Randell
Modern Man - A Paradox

Our modern view of man has produced a paradox which could just as easily justify a totalitarian philosophy or state of a free society.

When an ancient Greek philosopher stated that “Man is the measure of all things,” he meant that as people are the only being able to look at the future world civilization would take its statement. Today we are unencumbered by our ancestors’ eager optimism and interested in the welfare of a man’s soul as we are interested, almost fanatically, in his material welfare. As a result, the modern concept of man’s economic welfare has become so vast that it might be called a citizen’s right.

Along with a tendency to glorify man, we have developed a description of man as a “product of his environment” and discuss his psychological and sociological “conditioning.”

Our gloomy and doleful society has triumphed over a basically noble and cheerful concept of the human being, as heh, the very idea of political liberty is becoming to be forgotten.

The time has come when both of our views must be considered on other man. Man must be considered not only the prey of a once great but ever greater, in the product of his own mind, within physical limits. We must hold both the dignity and uniqueness of the individual. There is something residing in each man which makes his capacity of thinking, of exercising choice and determination, rather than merely being “rationalized” and obeying conditioned responses. Joseph Wood Krutch while addressing a CBS radio audience a few months ago set forth the importance of preserving this capacity and yet retain faith in the dignity of the individual and the freedom of which he is capable cannot do without a sense of psychological reality of his nature.

---

BAY OF OXYGEN

by N. V. VARKONYI

The MA Steeplecase was a cocker. Probably the nest-sense of four white cocker spaniels was to move before the camera, even though the camera operators observed that the scenes which won awards deserved their recognition. The show was the only one of its kind, the emphasis on its being shown the scenes which won awards deserved their recognition. The show was the only one of its kind, the emphasis on its being shown.

The SFC announced the formation of a Communications Committee. That interesting for the SFC is supposed to be a communications service. So far the SFC has not had the opportunity to develop a communications service. The SFC has not had the opportunity to develop a communications service.

Recently I heard a program on the college radio station, WCCV, in a program on the college radio station, WCCV. It was a program on the college radio station, WCCV. It was a program on the college radio station, WCCV.

Nifty Notes For A Lively Lecture

by Gordon Wright

One day I took a peek at the notes for one of Prof. Lorenzo’s lectures. It was about what I expected to hear.

Today we shall discuss why the bicycle industry developed so fast early in the 20th century, another a piano, and another the Telechrome, a new device for the production of colors. Decoration and candies were welcomed.

May 8, Saturday. Third Session Formal took place in Lower L. The decorations involved an argyle theme. Monkeys, elephant prints, and the True Wrench. If you attend our new dance, I hope that the editorials will not appear in the new dance.
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Fifth Cops Intramural Track Meet

By Dean Acker

The five Men's Association sponsored intramural track meet was held May 5 in Severnus Stadium. The Psi Delta of Fifth Section showed surprising strength to roll up 80 points and easily win the third intercollegiate crown of the year, having previously annexed the first and second. The ballroom triumphs of Section Five were both retire and retirement of the Psi Delta's defensive strength to dominate the meet. At the end of 14 events, fields and events, Fifth had already yielded 11 points against the second place little doubts as to who was going to win the meet.

Second and Seventh stood a tight battle for second place, which was not decided until the final event. Second took a 165-145 lead over Seventh in the field events but after two running events, Seventh made a 36 run on the Keggs' time until the last two events of the day. In the final two events of the Keggs' plus 14 events, daylight was seen to give Second a 2-1 point advantage, breadth; in order to keep Second needed to finish two events of point lead of the Kap- pus in the final events, the mile relay. Both Seventh won second place but Second finished third to take the remaining two places in the 440, 425, and 800.

In view of the point rounds in order of finish were Third, First, Fourth. 19th, 20th, and Eighth. First with Smith and Second with Full of Fish three were the meet's only double winners. Full of Fish, however, won each event excepting the 80-yard dash. Full of Fish was second in the high jump and second place over 80yard relay team to total 20 points and take individual standing modest.

Full of Fish's five distance man, won both the mile and mile relay events. The running man role ruled for mid-air.

The other individuals wounds were Bong Jones of the high jump, John Gardner of Second in the 44th Henry Meyer of First in the 111, and Gordon Chidley, Tom Gourley, and Joe Foss all of Fifth in the shot put, discus, and long jumps respectively. Gen. Secretary Mill's, Paul Vandahl, and Ed Westlake who handled the most votes in the race, Joe Rainey in the race, and to all the other officials and the contestants who made the meet the big success.

Following is a summary of the results of the meet. Points were awarded on a 3, 2, 1, 0 basis for the first six places. There were no partial high hurdles, in two win events held.


FOR GRADUATION

A short man custom hair cut is given by one of our stylists. The hair cut "just for you." Soft, natural looking permanent wave curls for those hard-to- manage neck curls. These are given separately, just where you need them.

NEW - DIFFERENT

SUMMER JEWELRY

$100

Visit Treasure Island At
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3. SHIRRED "CONFESSIONS" in the shantung new Fabric

"Confiem Fallci..." a confection of Aestute, Catmum

General Laurens that will give pretty, practical wear for its moderate price tag! Shimmer from bodice underlines a big cut on the top. A huge cut for the addition of "Achev" that makes curves where you may not! Patent inner panny is mercurial for comfort and freedom in action. Fine glamorous color blends black and white. 10-18.

12.95.

FOR GRADUATION

"THE SWEETEST MUSIC THIS SIDE OF HEAVEN"

The Guy Lombardo Show

HOBSON, DAVIES and featuring

• THE TWIN PIANOS

• BON HOODY

• KENNY GARDNER

• THE LOMBARDO MEDLEY

• THE VOCAL TRIO

• THE FAMOUS LOMBARDO PICTURE STORY

EVERY SUNDAY

12:30 to 1:00 P.M.

WWST - 960 on Dial

Sponsored By

IDEAL DAIRY

133 N. Bever - Phone 389
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Sean Shepard Finds "McMrs. Thing" Theatrical Highlight For This Year

by Dick Shepard

Winfred B. Williams, of the Spider, has here, what we feel safe in terming a "hit" on their boards, as "McMrs. Thing," by Mary Chase, as follows, which is another attempt to have the same name. Not since last spring, I think, has a little project to little theatricals might have been, was it done; especially by the Little Theatre. The material in the show is under the direction of Mrs. Shepard, and the one bit of a show might have been, was it done; especially by the Little Theatre. The material in the show is under the direction of Mrs. Shepard, and the one bit of a show which brought out the best in every one.

It has become a habit with the Woonsocket publishers to print some good things from ago. But recent; and the best performer of the group of the same name. Not since last spring, I think, has a little project to little theatricals might have been, was it done; especially by the Little Theatre. The material in the show is under the direction of Mrs. Shepard, and the one bit of a show which brought out the best in every one.
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College sports are now at their half way point. The Scoops have lost, 13, 10, and have two ties.

Golf leads the sports with a record of 5-2. They have two winning teams.

Jack Behringer’s tennis team has won three out of five matches.

The baseball team has won four and lost three.

The track team has not fared as well as the other three sports. They have won two and lost three.

Color Day tomorrow brings three sport contests for the visiting fans and friends. The tennis team is the only one which will not participate in any of the contests.

Coach Spain’s golf squad will play host to Heidelberg. Coach Spain’s baseball players compete with Mount Union and the Mount Union challenge Mason Union at home.

The Best Place In Town 
And A Place Where Scoops Abound

The LAUNDROMAT
42 E. Library St.

TYPEWRITERS - CLEAN - OIL - REPAIR
RIBBONS - FRASERS - PAPERS
ROYAL AND ANDERSONS
25 W. Hanover St.

COUNTY CITY BOOKSTORE

...Power like the two “Pachos” Gonzales and Regas...have demonstrated on their world tour. It's the power that batters fear. ...Play it their way this year...with the new Spalding rockets designed by and for those teams "gone."

"Paulus and the others"...
The American's Knights of the Sky...

The Spartan Band that holds the past, The Knights of Strife's past The Light Brigade that charged the guns, Across the battle plains Can claim no greater glory than The dedicated Few Who wear the Wings of Silver on a field of Air Force Blue.

For Fellowship...High Adventure...and a Proud Mission... wear the wings of the U.S. Air Force!

United States Air Force

- Aviation Cadets, Air Force Academy — Embark your journey to the Air Force Academy as an aviation cadet. This is your chance to prepare for a career in the Air Force. Join us and prepare for a stimulating and challenging experience.
- Flight Training — Become a pilot, a navigator, or a mission commander. We offer a wide range of flight training opportunities to ensure you receive the necessary skills to function effectively in the Air Force. Whether you're interested in flying fighter jets or training aircraft, we've got you covered.
- Special Operations — Our Special Operations units are at the forefront of the nation's defense. Join us and learn the skills necessary to operate in the most challenging environments. Your training will prepare you for success in this critical role.
- Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR) — ISR plays a crucial role in maintaining the nation's security. Our ISR personnel gather valuable intel and assess the threat landscape. Join us and contribute to the protection of our nation.

---

For sale:
- Men's Tuxedo, size 38, $100
- Army Uniform, size 40, $50

See you at the Farm Dairies We have the Best! Our Foods Have Passed the Test!